
         

“Human Experience by John Russon” 

 

      In “Human Experience” by John Russon, Russon provides readers with new ideas and interpretations 

to understand human life and how we, as humans, interact with the world around us.  Russon elaborates 

about various ways the family and society can affect the mental mind and formulate our identity through 

the experiences we encounter. It is through, therapy and philosophy that we as individuals can be self 

transformed and rehabituated and finally answer the question “who am I”.  

       Russon describes the personality and identity as the formation and development of all our 

intersubjective contacts which includes family interactions as the foundation and from there; we extend 

into the universal society where we seek confirmation from others.  Our family interactions allow us to 

create our habitual base which allows us to go into the society and create more sophisticated habits.  Our 

habitual patterns which stem from family life can lead to neurotic behaviors that affect us later in 

adulthood.  These habits that the person faces are coming from a person’s memory; the individual is 

committed to the specific object to the point where it has become a habit. Our habits create our identity as 

a person, but they also prevent us from recognizing our neurotic tendencies and thus prevent us from 

gaining human emancipation. To understand our neurotic tendencies, we have to go back to the 

beginning.  In order to gain human freedom and self-transformation, individuals need to change their 

behavior and be able to self critique themselves. Behavior is a matter of habit and so habits need to be 

changed and new ones need to be formed. Our behavior is situated in our intersubjective family life, and 

once one realizes that our behavior comes from our roots in our family then that’s when rehabituation can 

occur.  Rehabituation will also occur when the individual understands how one experiences objects and 

what affect the object has on the individual. If we remove ourselves from the objects then 

retransformation is more likely to occur because it’s the objects that create our neurotic behavior. Russon 

asserts that therapy is the place where one can experience retransformation and rehabituation, but it is 
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only through self critique about our habits that it can occur.  Self-critique is usually the hardest part 

because it forces the individual to be honest and open up about themselves and their identity. Therapy 

involves radically self- change by challenging ones habits, being open to grow up again, and re 

developing their identity. 

        Overall, Russon shows how experience leads to dissociations that turn into neuroses; and that 

therapy, education, and philosophy can help teach us to handle our neuroses.  In his book, he provides 

many insights into the human experiences which in the end leads to an explanation of how therapy is a 

way of individual self- transformation of one’s neurotic tendencies.  Human experience begins with a 

process called interpretation. Our human experiences are always meant to be interpretive; how we 

perceive the world is based on our personal interpretations of our experiences. As individuals we interpret 

our experiences based on our educational background, and even our desires.  Our interpretations come 

from our hearts, so one can say it reveals what we want, and so it reveals our secrets. Our interpretations 

are the basis of us, and so the interpretations carry a part of us to the vision they create. As Russon 

describes; language is also up for interpretation. When we listen to a foreign language, we do not 

comprehend the language but we do hear it. The language sounds like music; because all one hears is 

notes and frequency. These notes are up for interpretation because one does not know the meaning of 

these notes. It is a sort of phenomenon because the foreign language is continuous with no breaks in 

between because it has a flow and we do not stop and dissect its meaning.  But, if one were to hear one’s 

own language, it would be much different. The native language is full of meaning and structure because 

individuals know what their own native language should sound like and what it’s meaning should be.  

Humans are imaginative and interpretive beings and when the body is placed in a routine situation it 

demonstrates how people are not free to make their own choices and they are stuck in a habituated 

practice.  Interpretation is very closely linked with embodiment and memory because all of these three 

concepts form our human experience.  It is in embodiment, that Russon asserts the idea that dualism does 

not exist and the mind and body are not two separate things.  All human embodiment comes in the form 
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of contact and it is through the openings in body that the body-subject can develop a more complex 

identity.  This identity in which the subject- object contact takes form is the process of habituation, 

because the identity of the individual becomes used to the object and it becomes a habit. Habituation 

allows us to focus on new problems and tasks, because habituated objects become forgotten in our 

memory.  Habituation allows for new sophisticated tasks to develop, because the first habits happen 

automatically. Habituation is the “I can” process in life, and when we make contact with more objects, the 

“I can” process becomes more difficult.  The “I can” process is a process of human possibility which then 

later leads to habits which in the end will lead to human neurosis that can be tended to by therapy. We 

create habits by forgetting how to them so we don’t have to think about them anymore so it is in habits 

that we carry the past with us not in memory.  Russon describes memory “as to be found in the things we 

experience, not in our heads.” (39). We tend to experience the first time we fall in love, the first time we 

fall off a bike; these  experiences of memory locate us to a specific temporal location.  It is through the 

objects in our experiences of our memories that our identities are embodied and created. Another key 

aspect of our embodiment is our moods as described by Russon.  Moods allow objects to appear in certain 

ways and from these ways we interpret and experience the world pertaining to that mood.  In relation, 

moods help create our habits as well.  But what Russon describes as key to our identity and the formation 

of our habits is the influence of others, especially the family.  The objects, with which we engage with, 

help shape identities because they provide confirmation and critique. As human beings we are always 

searching for confirmation from others, and others help shape and influence identities by the use of 

language and communication.  We are beings who seek confirmation from others because we want to 

know that we are important and we realize that others can pass critique and judgment which can lead to 

neurotic behavior.  Our neurotic behavior begins in the habitual family environment. The family 

environment sets norms that we as individuals become accustomed to and develop habits to deal with 

these norms.  The family is the beginning of the human identity because it sets our habits into motion and 

once we enter the real world sometimes our habits clash with society.  It is in society that we begin to 

question our familial habits and we begin to self-critique ourselves and our family.  The human social 
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society conflicts with the familial neurotic tendencies that individuals have been brought up with. Since 

each individual is on a different narrative the individual habits and tendencies tend to clash.  Using 

Russon’s example of the child growing up in a home where no one ever kept up with responsibilities and 

the child always had to make sure the family members were on task; these familial habits would carry 

onto her social and work life. When she would want to check up onto a work project it would be 

counterproductive because it would end up slowing down the project.  Even though she would want to 

help the work project, she didn’t realize that it was a habitual behavior stemmed from the family.  The 

neurotic problems are problems that we encounter within ourselves, and they are reflected within our 

embodiment through areas of walking, sleeping, urinating, defecating and eating. These all areas where 

we have intersubjective contact with objects so it is no question that objects in these areas can produce 

habits that create neurotic problems. Since they are problems within us, the only solution is self refection 

and self critique by therapy. Therapy allows for self-transformation by allowing ones self to become 

vulnerable to others. Therapy is a project of rehabituation of opening up to self critique and being able to 

grow and understand ones flaws. We use therapists because we need that confirmation and support from 

others. As individuals we want someone to confirm that we are someone, and we mean something 

important.  Therapists allow for the intimate relationship between the patients because it allows the 

patient to feel connected, so the rebirth can come from the patient themselves. The patients should feel 

natural fulfillment by self- critiquing their intersubjective relations and the world around them.  

     The fundamental question of the book is what it means to be human. Russon describes in great detail 

the human experience, and what it means to actually experience “experience”.  Russon describes language 

and sexuality in unconventional ways that transcend their fundamental and habitual meaning. Language is 

a way for humans to be open, obtain freedom, and be honest. Language is honesty to the core because it 

seeks individuals not to stick to norms and patterns. It is through language that humans become closer 

because language is vulnerability and honesty. Russon describes society as an individualist stoic society 

where self growth is impossible. We can never reach that place of rehabituation if we do not see self- 
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identity as an achievement and if we are not open to being vulnerable to self critique. As stoic beings, we 

have no emotion, and we tend to think that the ideal of a normal life is thinking without emotion; when in 

fact one needs emotions and moods to experience the world around them. Russon describes education like 

therapy when done properly. Education must go with the needs of the child, because the relation of the 

student/teacher is like the relation of the therapist/patient.  Each relation deals with learning knowledge 

through the help of others. But in the individualist stoic society education is just seen as a transfer of 

information rather than a way for students to be open for self transformation on new ideas.    

      In the end neurosis is part of our development and as individuals, we have to learn how to deal with 

our behavior and habits that lead to neurosis.  Each of us, is fundamentally geared to trying to overcome 

our neurotic tendencies and this can only occur by looking within and having the ability to step back and 

be able to see where the root of all the tendencies occur from.  We have to look outside ourselves to find 

the answer within.  

Good paper.  Good start to the semester. 
Grade: B 
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